
This is a question	  that I get very often: What’s the differencebetween	  patient
engagement and patient activation? Arethey the same? Arethey different?
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I think I’ll address that first. But we’ll also talk about how patient activation is linked 
with the use of	  information;what is the evidence that activation is predictiveof	  
outcome, such	  as behaviors, utilization, costs;and	  what do we know about how to 
increase this in patients. I’ll spend just a minute talking about how delivery systems are
using this kind	  of measurement in innovativeways and	  then, finally, end	  u with	  what
the implications of all of this is for supporting theuseof information in healthcare
decisions among consumers. 
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What is patient engagement? As you	  all know, this term is used	  pretty loosely. People
all say the same thing, but they mean	  different things. A common	  way it is used	  is to 
describe interventions to increase involvement or participation;or theresulting
participation	  or involvement;or both;or something else. When	  we started	  the work on	  
patient activation we spent a lot of time on definitions to be very clear what it was we
were trying to measure.
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The definition	  that we came u with	  after working with	  a national expert consensus
panel, with	  patients, and	  going to the literature is that an	  activated	  consumer or patient
is onewho has the motivation, knowledge, skill, and confidence to takeon the roleof
managing their health	  or their healthcare. That is, an	  individual who understands what
their role is and feels competent and able to do it. This was one of the first things that
we learned	  after working on	  measurement in	  this area is in	  almost any population	  
group that we have looked at you see a full range. You see peoplewho are very passive
about their health	  and	  people who arevery proactive. And	  that doesn’t matter if they 
areeighty-‐fiveyear olds you’re looking at or if it is Medicaid;you’ll see that full 
distribution. What you	  do see is that the mean	  will movea bit. For some groups the
mean	  will be lower and	  for some groups themean	  will be higher. But the point is that
you	  don’t know. Just because someone is maybedisadvantaged	  in	  certain	  ways, that
doesn’t mean	  that they aren’t proactiveabout their health. And, in	  fact, demographics -‐
age, education, income, gender -‐ account for about fiveor six percent of the variation	  
in patient	  activation scores. But	  it	  is there. it	  is just	  not	  very powerful. We looked at	  the
same question per health literacy and it is about twenty-‐fivepercent of the variation is
accounted	  for by thosesame variables.
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Here’s the measure. A as you can see there are just declarativestatements about-‐-‐ and	  
they’re	  very general-‐-‐ that peoplemight make about their health and they respond with 
degrees of agreement or disagreement.
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We were able to see that there appears to be levels or stages that people go through on their
way to becoming effective	  self-‐managers. And very early on we did in-‐depth	  interviews with	  
people along this dimension	  who understand	  how do they understand	  their role, how do they
cope and respond. And it was quite informative. We sawthat people who measured lowon this 
scale they had much more experience with failure; they were much more likely to say things 
like, “It doesn’t really matter what I do. I can’t have a positive impact on my health.” They were 
discouraged. They were overwhelmed	  with	  the task of managingtheir health. They had	  very
poor or low competence and	  many had	  poor problem-‐solving skills. And then the other
surprising thing was many of them didn’t really understand	  what their role was.They thought it 
was to be passive in the medical	  encounter. All	  of that has lot of implications, which I’ll talk
about at the end-‐-‐ about what does that mean	  for engaging people with	  information. We 
ended	  up using a Rasch analysis to create the measure. There are two characteristics I want to
just mention here. One is that it is interval-‐level	  measurement. So it is more like ruler with
equal distance between	  the marks on	  the ruler and	  that means that the measure is more 
precise and	  consistent than	  most social-‐science-‐based measures. The math of it tells us that
we’re actually tapping into one underlying idea. The math	  doesn’t tellus what that idea is, but
what we’re measuring is a person’s self-‐concept as a manager of their own health. And it may
not be conscious on	  the individual’s part, but that’s kind	  of what they’re telling us in	  answering 
these questions. At this point the measure’s been	  translated	  into twenty-‐three different
languages and	  we have been	  able to evaluate the psychometricproperties of about half of 
those translations. And so what we see is that concept itself is robust and seems to work across 
culture and language.
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At this point thereare over 200 public studies that quantify patient activation	  and	  what
we see, generally, is that prior activated individuals aremore likely to engage in positive
behaviors and	  havebetter health	  outcomes.
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Just to give you an example of how it translates into behaviors, wehave looked at the
percentage of peopleat each level of activation engage in behaviors. This is the
behavioral domain	  of managing hypertension:“Do you	  takeyour medication	  as
recommended, know what your blood pressureshouldbe?” as taking moreownership;
monitoring, that is, being more proactive;and	  keeping a diary, even	  moreso. Looking
at lots of behavioral	  domains wesee this kind of stair -‐step approach wherethehigher 
activated aremore likely to engage in the behavior and the less activated, less likely to.
But we also saw that as the behaviors become moredifficult, requiresustained	  action,
less people in all the levels actually down then.
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Here’s how people behave in	  the medical encounter. How do you	  get a new
prescription? Do you	  read	  about sideeffects? Do you	  bring a list of questions to your 
office visit? When	  you	  don’t understand, areyou	  persistent in	  asking until you	  do? And	  
do you	  look at the doctors’ qualifications when	  choosing a new doctor?
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What we saw was that the higher activated	  did	  most of these behaviors, but the others
were moreof a stair-‐step approach. So after looking at lots of these behavior maps and 
looking at who does what, what we came away with was the insight that a lot of the
behaviors that we’reasking people to do areonly doneby this highest level of
activation. So when	  we focus on	  complex and	  difficult behaviors, first and	  only, maybe
we’re discouraging thosewho are less activated. And	  when	  we give people too much	  
information or suggest too many changes arewe discouraging the least activated and,
essentially, are we setting them up for failure. What wewant to do, really, is set people
up for success. So what we took away from this was let’s start with behaviors that are
morefeasible for people to takeon, and	  that might mean	  breaking them down	  into
small steps, and in doing so we can increase the opportunity forpeople to experience
success. And what we have observed is that when people do experiencesuccess, even 
if there’re just small steps, their motivation goes up. And then they’remoreready to 
take on that next challenge. So this was all sort of empirical, looking at the data and 
thinking about what does this mean? How should we proceed? I am going to jump 
ahead hereto some of the research on how this relate to outcomes.
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This is a study that was published	  a few years wherewe wereworking at the large
delivery system, where they werecollecting patient activation scores from patients that
went into the electronic medical record. Wehad	  the opportunity to seehow does the
patient activation scorerelate to all	  of the quality metrics and the electronicmedical	  
record? This is controlling for age, income, gender and chronic illness. It is only telling
us what was statistically significant. It is not telling us the magnitudeof the
relationship. But everything is in the expected direction. So peoplewho are more
activated aremore likely to get screenings, they’re less likely to beobese, less likely to 
be smokers, less likely to havecostly utilization and to havetheir clinical	  indicators
within	  rangefor most of these measures. Later we had	  the opportunity to follow
peopleover time in the same delivery system and here we can see a little bit more
about the magnitudeof the relationship.
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We’re looking at that 2010 PAM scorepredicting outcomes at two years later It is 
comparing people	  who are	  at level one	  to the	  other three	  levels. And, for example, if 
you look at the PHQ-‐9-‐-‐ that is, arepeople in normal range in the PHQ-‐9, they were	  
about two times more likely to be in	  the normal rangetwo years ago that had	  a PAM
scorethat was a level four. So that’s how you	  would interpret this. So you still see that
kind of stair -‐step even though this is multivariateanalysis we’recontrolling for all the
things I mentioned before.
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Then we were able to actually link this with cost. This analysis is a little bit different.
Here we looked at changes in PAM scorerelated to changes in cost and we saw people
who were moving u in	  their PAM level and	  peoplewere moving down. Their dollar 
amount costs were moving in	  the same direction as their PAM scorewas moving. So 
this	  is	  a 2-‐year time frame and, basically, what you see is that if they were at level four 
both	  time periods and	  if they were at level one or two both	  time periods, those are
their cost differences. And all of the groups in between weremoving up or they were
moving down	  and	  their costs were consistent with	  that direction. And, again, this is a
multivariatecontrolling for all	  thevariables that were in the previous analysis.
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After controlling for thesethings we saw almost a $2,000 cost differential between 
patients who stayed	  high	  and	  those who stayed	  low. That’s a 2 -‐year period. And	  this
represents a 31% percent cost differential. People	  always ask me, “Well, why do you 
haveall those controls and	  then	  you	  can’t tell what the real difference is?” Well, the
real difference	  is much bigger because	  we	  removed the	  effects of health status, et
cetera. Wealso know that it is possible to increaseactivation level, but it takes a kind of 
different approach.
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If we want patients to feel ownership and to be part of the process, then we haveto 
make them part of the process. And	  we haveto think about this as a kind	  of capacity
building effort. Becausethat’s what’s happening over thesedifferent levels. So it
represents a paradigm shift. it is not just telling patients what to do and looking for 
their compliance. The focus is on developing competence and skills and not simply the
transfer of	  information.
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At this point thereare 50 published	  studies that used	  the PAM as outcome measure
with	  the intervention	  studies. And	  wedo see that many of them do result in	  increases
in activation. And I will talk a little bit about those.
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Oneof the moreeffective ways is just simply to tailor support to the patient’s level of
activation. So essentially, meet them where they are and	  work with	  them to find	  goals
that they careabout that are realistic for them to achieve. So I am going to say a few
words about what delivery systems aredoing here, because they’re doing some pretty
innovative things.
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Many are looking at the PAM scores as kind	  of a vital sign	  that you	  need	  to understand	  
wherethe patient is coming from and	  then	  you	  can	  tailor your support and	  theway
that you provideeducation and coaching. Wealways look at a population througha
clinical lens, but some are adding kind of a behavior lens to this clinical lens in	  the form
of the patient activation	  measure. The point is to think about moreefficient use of
resources by targeting those who actually need more help and it is not always because
of their disease, but it is often	  because they don’t havethe self-‐management	  skills that	  
they need. Some	  are	  looking at this as an intermediate	  outcome	  of care. That is,
patients who aregetting good	  care should	  actually be gaining in	  their ability to self-‐
manage and	  we can	  measure that and	  we should	  bepaying attention	  to that. And	  now
some are using it as a way to assess provider performance. And, in fact, the New York
State district program says they’regoing to use it as a performancemetric. So arethey 
moving the needle on	  patient activation	  for the clinic or the provider level? And	  they
haven’t said	  exactly how they’regoing to do that, but that’s what they’resaying.
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Here is a very simplified	  version	  of segmenting the population	  using that clinical and	  
behavioral lens. Wehave just four cells -‐-‐ disease burden, high	  and	  low, and	  PAM level.
Wedichotomize, “high” and	  “low” to think about how do you useyour resources more
effectively. So, people with	  high	  disease burden	  and	  low PAM scores: if they’renot
already in	  trouble, they’regoing to be in	  troublesoon. They’remorepassive about their 
health, so they may not come in. So we need	  to use moreactive outreach	  and	  more
contact. For those who are higher activated, use other kinds of resources because
these	  patients are	  more	  ready to use	  information -‐-‐ electronic resources and other 
kinds of community supports. Thereareseveral groups that aredoing this now. We
don’t havethe results of their work, but it is a way to think about being moretargeted	  
in your resources. Therearemany, like the National Health Service in England that are
trying this approach.
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What arethe implications for all of this for supporting theuseof information	  and	  
choice? You can think about it for theclinical encounter for promoting theuseof
evidence and	  implementing shared	  decision	  making. So let’s just go back and	  review
the	  less activated patients. We	  know that they’re	  more	  passive. We	  do know they’re	  
less likely to seek out information on their own and I think part of this is related to how
they understand their role. If they don’t think this is their job, then they’re not going to 
spend their energy looking for this.
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And	  in	  interviews with	  peoplewho are less activated, if you	  ask them something about
how they manage their health, they’remore likely to say, “Oh, my doctor handles that.
it is not my job.” So it is hard to interest people in information and new skills if they
don’t think it is their job. They are easily overwhelmed. They have low confidence and	  
poor problem solving skills. They may be in	  denial of their health. Peoplewho are less
activated	  aremore likely to say, “They say I havediabetes.” They don’t actually own	  it.
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So what does this mean? First of all, think about people transitioning out of the
hospital and	  havereams of information	  they’vebeen	  given	  about how to handle their 
condition in the post-‐hospital period. If they are overwhelmed, help	  them prioritize.
Help	  them see what it is that they can	  do that’s most important and	  that’s maybe
what’s	  second-‐most important. I think, generally, in	  this process helping them to see
how important their role is and	  also what the roleof the caretaker is. Think about it
kind	  of foundational issues that we can	  build	  on	  over time. Ithink about this as so many 
things, like learning to swim. You don’t throw people into the deep end of the pool. For 
most it is not going to work out that well. It is a process. You know, you haveto feel 
comfortable to put your face in the water beforeyou can float. And so this too, is a
building process. I think becoming an	  effective self-‐manager is like that. So we need to 
think about that and how we support peopleand onefoundational issue is “Your role is
important. You havesomething important to contributehere.” So, think about a more
high	  touch	  delivery mode with	  less activated	  patients and	  more high	  tech	  modes with	  
less activated patients.
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I got a call from someone in a largedelivery system who said, “We’re trying to roll out
shared decision-‐making across our system,” and	  then	  she said, “but, you	  know, I don’t
think the less activated patients areready for it.” And I thought about that and I said,
“Oh, I bet that’s right.” And then the next week I was in	  the U.K. and I sat down with 
people from the NHS Kidney Foundation	  and	  they wereshowing me the results of their 
study wherethey looked at the impact of shared decision-‐making on activation scores.
And	  they had	  actually broken	  it u by levels of activation. And	  they said, “See, it really 
helped	  everyone. Oh, except the less activated.” And	  I thought, “Oh, yeah. They’renot
ready,” because they don’t think they havesomething to offer here. And so maybethey
just need some	  help to get ready.
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So if we think about how we tailor the provision	  of information, I think we can	  actually
increase the likelihood that patients will access and use evidence and I think we can 
also improvepatient experiences with	  that. And	  I think we can	  increase the likelihood	  
that patients will do their part in the care process.
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